
CURTAIN 
COLLECTION
Transform your inter ior  space
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The Trade 
Brands 
Curtain 
Collection 
The Trade Brands Curtains collection by Hunter 
Douglas can transform your interior space by 
beautifully improving a rooms appearance 
without compromising on functionality. Our fabric 
collection will allow you to choose from a large 
variety of colours, textures and patterns to provide 
you with a customised interior space. 
 
Curtains are suitable for any interior setting 
as they assist with privacy and minimise heat 
entering the room. 
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Why 
Choose  
Curtains?

Style    
With a wide variety of textures, colours and finishes, 
curtains can beautifully complement any interior style. 

Light Control and Privacy 
Different levels of light control can be obtained through 
the different fabric opacities and lining offers that we 
have in our collection. Depending on the room setting 
and your needs, you can choose from Blockout curtains 
or Sheer curtains. Blockout curtains reduce light into the 
room while Sheer Curtains allow for natural light to filter 
into the room.

Control Options  
Choose either a manual or motorised control option. All 
control options are designed with child safety in mind. 

Warranty 
We offer a Five Year Warranty on all our Curtains.



Fabric 
Collection
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Wave

Heading 
Options
Heading styles have an important 
impact on the finished design of the 
curtain as they influence the overall 
look and feel of the room. It also 
has an influence on the way that the 
fabric falls and stacked when pulled 
to one side.

Wave
The wave fold curtain, also known as ripple fold or 
S fold curtain, creates a simple yet elegant look. 
This soft flowing wave effect allows the fabric to 
drape beautifully creating even folds. By using a 
special heading tape, the fabric stacks neatly back 
to one side. These curtains can truly transform a 
space, adding softness to a room with the fabrics 
movement and texture. 
Available with: Track or Rod 
Operating Options: Manual or Motorised

Double Pinch Pleat
Small groups of pleats separated by flat sections 
of fabric, evenly spaced along the curtain header. 
Pinch pleats allow for the curtains to hang in 
uniform folds and elegantly stack to the side. This 
style of curtain provides a sophisticated finish to 
formal and classic interiors. 
Available with: Track or Rod 
Operating Options: Manual or Motorised

Pencil Pleat
Tidy and consistent folds makes the pencil pleat 
the most versatile curtain header style as they can 
be used to hang both blockout and sheer fabrics. 
This style is ideal for casual interior spaces such as 
relaxed living areas and cosy bedrooms. 
Available with: Track or Rod 
Operating Options: Manual or Motorised

Double Pinch Pleat

Pencil Pleat

Sheers
Sheer curtains are transparent and light weight 
fabrics that provide daytime privacy benefits to 
any interior setting. Our sheers give your home 
an elegant look while allowing natural light to flow 
through

Uncoated
Uncoated curtains feature more tightly woven and 
softer fabrics offering elegance and privacy to you 
interior space. These fabrics require lining to be 
added underneath.

Coated
Coated curtains have a coating on the reverse 
of the fabric blocking out the harmful UV rays 
entering your home. Additional Lining fabric is not 
required for these curtains. 
 

Lining
These are plain fabrics with heavy -duty coating 
applied to one side and provide room darkening, 
privacy and noise reductions benefits. Linings are 
usually layered with sheer or uncoated fabrics. 
Available in three options; light filtering, thermal or 
blockout lining.

Our fabric collectionn has been inspired 
by current interior trends and features 
a wide selection of plain, patterned and 
beautiful linen fabrics. You can select 
from sheer, uncoated, coated and lined 
fabrics to optimise for privacy, light 
control and insulation.
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Hardware Options
Tracked Rod
Curtain rods have dual functionality both for 
holding up curtains while adding a decorative 
feature to your interior, as they are designed to 
be visible. The metal rods are round in shape and 
are 28mm in diameter and compatible with wand 
operation and all curtain heading styles
Available in:   Black, White and Light Bronze
Mounting:       Mounted onto ceilings or walls
Double Rod:   Combine more than one curtain 
                          such as a sheer curtain with a 
                          blockout curtain 

Tracked Rod U Track

U Track
The U track is an internal tracking system that 
allows the curtain to be hung with a clean 
minimalist look. Made from aluminium for 
durability over wide expanses, the internal tracking 
system is compatible with wand operation for easy 
and smooth operation.
Available in:      White
Mounting:          Mounted onto ceilings or walls
Double Track:   Combine more than one curtain 
                             such as a sheer curtain with a 
                             blockout curtain
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Wand Control
Wand control is a simple control solution that 
allows the curtain to be softly drawn open or 
closed along the rod or track. This eliminates the 
need to touch the curtain fabric for increased fabric 
protection. 
The modern clear acrylic wand features a flush 
finish that seamlessly blends into the fabric and is 
positioned discreetly behind the curtain fabric. 
The wand comes in variety of lengths to fit all 
window sizes and allows for left stacking, right 
stacking or centre opening configurations.

Somfy® Glydea
A motorisation solution that allows you to operate 
your curtain at a touch of a button. The motorised 
system is quiet and offers a soft start and stop to 
protect the fabric. This control option is available 
across all types of curtains.

Wand Control

Somfy Glydea

Control 
Options



For more information contact us at wholesale@hunterdouglas.com.au 

*Warranty conditions apply. Refer to www.hunterdouglas.com.au for more details. *All Hunter Douglas Products that are installed correctly will comply with the Trade Practices (Consumer Product Safety 
Standard – Corded Internal Window Coverings) Amendment Regulations 2010 (No. 1). ® Registered Trade Marks of Hunter Douglas Limited © Copyright 2021 Hunter Douglas Limited ABN 98 009 675 709. 
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